95th season

HOLIDAY CONCERT

Sunday, December 10, 2017
3:30 pm

Martin Luther King
Performing Arts Center
Charlottesville High School

Soundtrack of the Community Since 1922
A History of the Municipal Band

The Charlottesville Municipal Band is a nonprofit organization of 80 volunteers dedicated to excellence in the performance of free high quality band and ensemble music. Members are local residents of all ages and from all walks of life, who dedicate over 14,000 volunteer hours a year to their mission. In continuous operation since 1922, the Band serves the communities of Charlottesville, Albemarle and surrounding counties, providing musical entertainment and education through its concerts and performances at civic and special events. The Municipal Band is maintained by the dedication of its members and the support of the County of Albemarle government, local businesses, individuals and area foundations.

The Band has represented Charlottesville before many visiting dignitaries, including seven sitting U.S. Presidents, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, and at least 16 Virginia governors and lieutenant governors, and regularly performs at the Naturalization Ceremony for new U.S. citizens held at Monticello every July 4th.

The Municipal Band performs 30-40 free events a year as a full band and in its smaller ensembles at venues all over the area, reaching over 15,000 people.

“Though members of our band may come and go as time passes, it’s our fervent hope and prayer that our Band may be endowed with a deathless principle of life, an earthly immortality, and that its influence may spread in ever widening circles so long as Charlottesville and dear old Albemarle endure.”

- L D Case, secretary of the Charlottesville Chamber of Commerce, on the evening of the Municipal Band’s premiere concert, 1923*

*Daily Progress Archives

The Municipal Band of Charlottesville, Inc.
1119 Fifth Street SW, Suite B
Charlottesville, Virginia 22902

www.cvilleband.org

434-295-9850
municipalband@embarqmail.com
Membership

Flute
- Emilia DelGrosso
- Jon Gomez
- Victor Paul Hugo
- Hayley M. Parrish
- Mary J. Reitsma
- Mary Ann Stumbaugh
- Kristina Venieri
- Christine A. Willard

Eb Soprano Clarinet
- Lester Andrews

Bb Clarinet
- Greg Alexander
- John Dean
- Ellen P. Donlon
- Pam Evans +
- Cheryl Gomez
- Laurie Keenan
- Peggy T. Madison
- Burt Marks
- Bob Notari
- Fred O’Bryant
- Caitlin Richards +
- Lynda Sawyer
- Marvin Seoggin
- Heather N. Welch

Bass Clarinet
- Sharon Dudley
- Cecily Reynolds
- Patricia Sutker +

Oboe
- Charles Torian *
- Libby Killeen

Alto Saxophone
- Kathleen Herring
- Glenn Lankford +
- Robert LaRue

Tenor Saxophone
- Nick Flores
- David Moody

Baritone Saxophone
- Brian Hamshar

French Horn
- Becky Allen &
- Deborah Buchanan
- Ann Eichelberger +
- Nancy Lowry &
- Clara Mincer &
- Erin Richter

Euphonium
- Wayne Clark
- Richard Durham

Trumpet
- Jerry Barber
- Sammy Barnes
- Donald Brubaker &
- Todd Chard
- John Harding &
- Joe Hanlon
- Ken Nelson
- William Porter
- E. Vernon Smith
- Dick Stageberg &
- Myrna White

Trombone
- Frank Boone +
- Scott Colley + &
- Robert Graham
- Will Jones &
- Greg Mooney
- Stephen Sanford &
- Ray Wyant

Tuba
- Tryon Bauer, Jr.
- Merrill Bishop
- Basil Istwany &
- Peter Owen
- Eric Thompson

String Bass
- Janice Wood

Percussion
- Gary Fagan *
- Charles Harris
- Terry Loose
- John Lyon
- Lisa Myers
- Theresa Torian
- Douglas Zanzot

Music Director
- Stephen R. Layman

Librarian Emerita
- Eleanor Dickerman

Librarian
- Brian Hamshar

Administrative Assistant
- Sandy DeKay

Honorary Members
- T. E. Powers
- Howard C. Bronson
- Ernest G. Carr
- Marlin Brown
- Robert Peckham
- Lionel S. Key
- Darden Towe
- David Goodwin
- Gary B. O’Connell
- Peter Easter
- Thomas Hurlburt
- Leo Mallek
- Wick McNeely

+ Board Member
* Assistant Conductor
& Holiday Brass Soloists
Program

Silent Night...........................................F. Gruber / arr. O’Bryant
A Christmas Festival........................................Leroy Anderson
Selections from the Polar Express........Ballard and Silvesatri / arr. Murtha and Snyder

*featuring DMR Adventures*

Do You Hear What I Hear........................Regney and Shayne / arr. Holcombe
A Wexford Carol.......................................arr. William Rhodes
Hallelujah Chorus.................................G.F. Handel / arr. Johnson

*featuring singers from the Oratorio Society of Virginia*

Santa and Isolde.........................................Bruce Adolphe

*CMB Holiday Brass Soloists*

Twas the Night Before Christmas...............Newell H. Long

*Bob Chapel, reader*

I’ll Be Home for Christmas......................Gannon, Kent and Ram / arr. Swearingen
White Christmas.................................Irving Berlin / arr. Leidzen
Sleigh Ride...............................................Leroy Anderson

*Stephen R. Layman, conducting*

—— Soundtrack of the Community Since 1922 ——
I’ll be Home for Christmas

I'll be home for Christmas
You can count on me
Please have snow and mistletoe
And presents by the tree

Christmas eve will find me
Where the love light gleams
I'll be home for Christmas
If only in my dreams

Charlottesville Municipal Band
Youth Ensemble
Spring 2018 Registration

WHAT: Intermediate level band
DIRECTOR: Steve Layman (director of CMB, retired band director at WAHS)
WHO: 5th - 9th grade students with at least one year experience
WHEN: Mondays, 5-6:30, Feb. 26 - April 23, 2018
WHERE: Municipal Arts Center, 1119 5th St SW - just off I-64 5th St. exit
COST: $225/student; students must provide their own instruments or sticks

CONTACT: cmb.youth.ensemble@gmail.com

Bremo Auctions
www.BremoAuctions.com
320 Pantops Center
Charlottesville, VA 22911
434-293-1267

Happy Holidays
From Our Family To Yours!
Connecting Consignments To Collectors of the World
The Oratorio Society of Virginia has been presenting the beauty and inspiration of great music since 1966 in four to five professional-level, affordable choral and orchestral concerts each year. Under the baton of Music Director Michael Slon, the Oratorio Society has expanded its appreciative audiences and is now widely regarded as one of the preeminent community choruses in this region. They will present Christmas at the Paramount on Saturday, December 16 at 2:30 and 7:30 pm featuring J.A.C. Redford’s Welcome All Wonders: A Christmas Celebration.

DMR Adventures (Dreams Made Real) specializes in classes and productions in the performing arts and has produced over 50 musicals and plays and over 80 classes, including a Broadway Masterclass series, a Cabaret Series, DMRinNYC, Broadway at the Paramount, and several performing troupes. Next semester DMR is producing Beauty and the Beast, Jr., Love’s the Thang, Seussical Kids and The Lion King Jr. at the Belmont Arts Collaborative. Registrations are open for our December Drama Day Camp and our summer camp registration opens soon! Visit www.DMRAdventures.com for more information on classes, productions and auditions.
**Our Music Director**

**Stephen R. Layman** has been music director of the Charlottesville Municipal Band since 2008. He is a native of Toledo, Ohio. He received his undergraduate degree in music education from Ohio Northern University and his Master of Music from the University of Kentucky, where he was a tuba student of Rex Conner. Mr. Layman is a Nationally Registered Music Educator, and the 1996 recipient of the Piedmont Council for the Arts Education Award. He is a member of Kappa Kappa Psi Band Fraternity and Phi Kappa Lambda Music Honorary, as well as the recipient of two President’s Citations from the Virginia Governor’s School.

He was a band director in the Albemarle County schools from 1977 to 2008, serving at Walton Middle School for eight years and Western Albemarle High School for 23 years. He directed the University of Virginia’s Symphonic Band and Brass Ensembles from 1984 to 1990. Currently he is a member of the adjunct music faculties at Piedmont Virginia Community College and James Madison University, where he has supervised student teachers and directs the jazz band. He has been a low brass, concert and jazz band clinician and judge in Virginia, Maryland, and Kentucky.

An amateur astronomer, Mr. Layman has served as president and secretary of the Charlottesville Astronomical Society. He enjoys imaging and participating as a presenter and telescope operator for group nights at UVA’s McCormick Observatory. He is also a rail fan who models the early 1950’s on his N-scale layout. His wife Alice is the organist/choir director for Christ Episcopal Church Charlottesville and accompanist for the Virginia Consort.
Benefit Concert Partners

Easter and Associates, Inc.: Forty years of effective government relations and professional management of business associations and professional societies.

The Lodge at Old Trail is a premier senior living community located in Crozet. The Lodge offers a choice of Independent Living, Assisted Living and Memory Care.

The Paramount Theater operates the restored and adapted historic Theater, located on the Downtown Mall, for the artistic, educational, and charitable benefit of its community.

Virginia Eagle Distributing is the largest Anheuser-Busch beverage distributor in the state. We service four million Virginia residents from over 20,000 square miles.

The Daily Progress is dedicated to knitting our community together through exceptional reporting. Thank you for adding a song to our work.

Community Counts at the stations of the Charlottesville Newsplex, which includes CBS19, ABC16, WAHU FOX27 and MeTV.

Hill and Wood Funeral Service is proud to support the Charlottesville Municipal Band! Thanks to the band for their wonderful sounds for this community.

WVIR-TV is a proud supporter of the arts in Charlottesville and a very proud partner of the Municipal Band. We are dedicated to being a valuable source of all things local.
Thank You to All of Our 2017 Harry Lowe Club Supporters

Benefactor Level
($10,000 and above)
Lester Andrews
Richard Booth
Coran Capshaw
Douglas and Nancy Caton
Elizabeth Dinwiddie
David and Emily Goodwin
Ann Horner
Alice Meador
Richard and Julia Nunley
Hunter Smith
Charlie and Theresa Torian
Paul and Diane Wood

Benefit Concert Sponsor Level
($5,000 - $9,999)
Scott Colley
Jack Darrell
Leslie Disharoon
Peter Easter
Terry E. Grant
Chris Holden
Thomas Hurlburt
Jan Karon
Glenn and Celia Lankford
Hayley Parrish
David Van Roijen
Steve Sanford
Alf and Debbie Weaver

Director’s Circle
($1,000 - $4,999)
John and Lee Ann Armitage
Jerry and Carol Barber
Alice Batten
Christine Bendas
John and Mary Scott Birdzell
John Blum
Gerald E. and Karen Bollin
Page Boteler
Frank and Cynthia Boone
Ann Brightman
Henry and Maxine Burton
Bruce Carter
Martin Chapman
Hunter Craig
Malcolm Davis
Jayleene Drucker
Sharon and Sonny Dudley
Elizabeth Dwinwiddle
Gary and Phyllis Fagan
Charles and Beth Fox
Shirley French
Cheryl Gomez
Robert Graham
Charles Frederick Harris

Composer Level
($500 - $999)
Delores Bedell
Harry and Jean Burn
Gene Carpenter
Don and Roberta Colley
Ronald and Marilyn Comfort
James and Wendy Craig
Donald Davies
Bascom and Barbara Deaver
Kenneth and Mary Jane Derby
Frank and Mary Dodge
Albert Ernest
Phillip Flavin
Richard and Ruth French
Jennifer Gaden
Charles Goetz
Gregory Goodwin
Vesta Lee Gordon
Bruce and Mary Grant
Kenneth Hand
Peggy Harbert

Section Leader
($250 - $499)
Byrd Abbott
Elizabeth Allan
Beverly Almond
Donna Arehart
Katherine Bevacqua
J. Neil Boger
Thomas and Judith Boyd
James Boyd
Wesley and Betsy Carr
Virginia Cenedella
Norma Chadwick
Derrwood Chase
John Cieslowski
Wayne Clark
Linda and George Davies
Gerrit and June DeGraaf
Gerard Deily
Caroline L. DeKay
Neal Donaldson
Kirk and Jo Ellen Dunklee
Nancy Fleischman
Robert and Lisa Forsyth
James and Marjorie Fulmer
Vincent and Dulci Giuliano
Mary Gleason
Section Leader cont.

Collette Hall
Gregory Harris
Edward and Eda Harvey
George and Rosalie Havenner
William and Louise Hay
William Herbert
Jane and Richard Hess
Bruce and Ellis Hively
Satyendra and Irene Huja
James and Karen Kabat
Robert and Jean Kane
Robert Kavanaugh
Thomas and Delia Laux
Cordelia Lenz
Nancy and John Lowry
Carleton Luck
Doris Lyon
William Macllwaine
Jason and Martha McKechnie
Caryl Mueser
David and Locke Ogens
Gloria Rennolds
Jennifer and Edward Rhinehart-Foss
Lee and Edmunda Richards
Rogers and Diane Ritter
Dennis and Ann Rooker
Shelah Scott
Sharon Skadron
War and Anne Smith
Peter and Jacquelyne Stemmer
Alfred and Anne Strickler
Jane Tolleson
William and Lynda Vining
James and Sylvia Ward
Leon and Waldine Wheelless
Elizabeth and William Wilkerson

Individual Member
($100 - $249)

Amy Anderson
Collette Anderson
Ward and Martha Anderson
Margaret Andrews
Catherine Aminos
Fletcher and Sally Askew
Rosemary Atkinson
Roger and Donna Authors
Robert Baber
Frank and Martha Barham
Edward and Betty Barker
Donna Barlow
Kenneth and Linda Barnes
Michael Barnes
Ellie Wood Baxter
Andrew and Peggy Beath
Dolores Bedell
Donald and Margaret Belanus
Diane Benham
Kenneth and Elaine Bergman
Charles Berrey
Patricia Berry
Thomas and Janeth Bibb
Edward and Margaret Bidwell
Susan Black
Robert Black
Victoria Blackford
Elizabeth Blankenship
Bob and Michele Bonistalli
Jean Booth
J. Robert Booth
Marvin Boswell
Jerry and Laura Boteler
Anne Bowen
Richard and Bonnie Brewer
David and Kay Brown
Regina Bull
Judith Burbes
James and Elizabeth Burch
Ron Burton
James and Chris Camblos
Walter and Nancy Camp
Ludwig and Barbara Campagna
Norman and Martha Canfield
Garland Canter
Mark Carbone
Howard Carr
Samuel Caughron
Susan Cecala
William Chapman
Kenneth and Carolyn Chapman
Ann Charlton
Phil and Jean Chase
Meta Chisholm
Sam and Elisabeth Clarke
Nancy Clayborne
Lorris and Marjorie Clements
Joan Clements
Geoffrey and Elizabeth Cobham
Robert Colley
Joyce Colony
Mary Conlon
Rosemary Connelly
Eugene and Susan Corbett
Carmine and Joan Covais
Janice Creasy
Anne Crow
David Crowe
Thomas and Lesslie Crowell
Jerry and Marylin Currier
Sharon Curtis
Gloria and Frank D’alesandro
Marily Jean Daily
Robert Davies
Martha and Stephen Davis
Mary Ann Dawson
Larry and Sandra Day
John and Wendy Dean
David and Polly Deck
Hildrene and Douglas DeGood
Richard and Donna Deloria
Frances Deodhar
Margaret Devan
Mary Loose DeVinney
Eleanor Dickerman
James Dickerson
Ronald and Ardie Dimberg
Susan Divine
Richard and Barbara Domek
Vincent and Mary Donnelly
Diana Drake
Alison Dunscomb
Robert Dunscomb
Richard and Anne Durham
Elizabeth Edmondson
Elizabeth Edwards
Ann and Christopher Eichelberger
Lois and Cobrun Eisaman
Joan Elledge
Scott Elliff
Sarah Engstler
Pam and Shawn Evans
Sandra Everton
Lois Faber
Foad and Sandra Fadil
Gary and Phyllis Fagan
Ruth Ferguson
Paul Ferlan
Charles and Julie Fisher
Daniel and Joyce Foley
Jean Fowler
David and Katherine Franzen
Joseph and Judy Ann Fray
Rob and Kathryn Freer
Frank Friedman
Henry and Melinda Frierson
Shirley Gallagher
Wayne and Jodi Gammon
Geraldine Garfunkel
D. Stevens Garlick
G. Lois Gebhardt
Steven and Barbara Geiger
Patricia Gibson
Ethyle Giuseppe
Charles and Betts Gleason
Walter and Diane Goodrich
Stanley and Marilyn Goodstill
Robert and Judy Gough
Patrick and Rosemary Granville
William Gray
Virginia Greene
June Griffin
Edgar Gunter
Chad and Leah Hackman
Temple Hahn
Robert Hart
Bruce and Betsey Hathaway
Sharon Hauff
Hubert Hawkins
David and Edith Hawthorne
Individual Member cont.
Audrey and Michael Heivly
Michael Henry
John Hilker
Russell Hill
John Hite
Bruce and Amy Hodgdon
Laura and Paul Hoffman
LeBron and Kay Holden
Betty Holloway
Robert and Virginia Holub
Charles and Arloine Hood
Robert and Lizbet Hopkins
Daniel and Diane Horan
Julie Horne
Dennis Houle
Jeanne Huber
Sterling Hudson
John and Mary Pat Hulburt
Inge Hull
Robert and Gloria Huston
James and Judith Jaeger
Virginia James
Sakell Janet
Melva Jarrell
Margaret Jess
Lynda Johnson
Lewis and Barbara Johnson
James and Nina Johnston
Keith and Ann Johnstone
Sandra Jones
Daniel and Lou Jordan
Paul Kasparsen
John Kattwinkel
Lucie Kelly
Carolyn Kelly
Gretchen Kelly
Gary Kendall
Jane Kerewich
Sarah Key
Jean Kiker
John Killeen
James Kinter
Peggy Kite
Michael and Susan Klaveness
Paula Knight
Beverly Kocotas
Patricia Kohl
Edward and Brenda Koonce
Joseph and Joanne Kopp
Michael and Kathleen Kovac
Robert Kuhlthau
Barbara Lacy
Hiram and Cheryl Lamb
Larry Lambert
Kenneth and Barbara Lape
John LaPrade
Richard Laurance
Laura and Pete Lazarevich
John and Donna Leavell
Greg and Leah Leffler
Murray Leibowitz
Linda Lester
Jacqueline Lichtman
John Lindner
Brenda Lipscomb
Douglas and Deborah Little
Letitia Locker
Maurice and Laura Lohman
Leonard and Carole Lohman
Lila Scott Lohman
Jeff and Judy Looney
Vincent and Marty Lupinetti
Elizabeth Lynch
Judith Lyon
Peggy Madison
Leonard and Grace Mailloux
Lila Mait
Ted and Linda MaKranczy
Mary Malone
James and Jeanne Masloff
Martha Mason
Laurence and Sharlet Massie
Johanna Mathera
Julie and Alan Matsumoto
William Mawyer
Paul and Doris Mays
Julie McCall
Beverly McCallum
Michael McEuen
Carolyn McGee
Henry and Edith McHenry
Margaret McLean
Charles and Linda McRaven
Christopher Middleton
Rick and Chita Middleton
Elizabeth C. Millett
Robert and Annette Minnis
Betty Mitchem
Joe & Phyllis Moody
Robert and Russell Mooney
Edwin and Linda Morris
R. Moulton
Anne Mulholland
D. Muller
Joe and Marie Murray
James Newman
Lindsay Nolting
Richard and Joyce Nunge
Jane O’Brien
Beverly Ogilvie
Mona Orange
Charles and Debbie Owen
William and Martha Pace
Bert Page
Sandra Pai
Lundi Palmer
Sallie Park
Edith Parker
Kay and Davis Parker
Dan and Ann Parks
Karen Parshall
Sally Paschall
David Pender
Phyllis Penley
Marjorie Pennington
Laurence and Katherine Pettit
Jacqueline Pickering
Eloise and Charles
Pingry-Anderson
Miles and Jennifer Pinniger
John and Pat Platt
Donald and Bonnie Plautz
William and Connie Porter
Belinda Pullen
Don and Margaret Raab
Judith Ramik
Jutta Reifenstein
Mary Reitsma
Paul Richards
Jack and Sarah Rinehart
Virginia Riner
Beth Riordan
Alan Roberts
Anthony Robson
John and Sondra Roeber
Barbara Rogers
Charles and Jane Rolph
Judith Rushia
Gregory Rustico
Joseph Sabol
Beverly Samuelson
J. R. and Judy Sanders
Thomas Schildwachter
Marvin Scoggin
Elizabeth Scott
Robert and Nancy Selden
Alfred and Mary Shackelford
Janet and David Shattls
Patrick Sheehan
Polly Sheets
Henry Shelton
Ray and Ruth Shepherd
Richard and Harriett Sher
Paul Shettel
Vaden Shields
Evelyn Showalter
William and Mary Sihler
James and Kelley Sivley
E. V. and Linda Smith
Richard and Nancy Smith
Joan Sours
Anne Spanos
Regina Spencer
John and Janice Stalfort
Frederick and Ann Steckler
Betty Strider
William and Katheryn Sublette
Frank and Nancy Summers
Donald Sundgren
Individual Member cont.
Myra Swan
Christine Sweeters
June Taft
Robert and Sara Templeman
Steve Tharp
Everett and Gail Thompson
Stephen and Kathryn Thornton
Karen Thorpe
Elizabeth Tignor
Janet and Harold Todd
Gary Treadway
Sheila Trunzo
George and Martha Truxel
William and Elly Tucker
Ann Tucker
John and Bonnie Tyler
Douglas and Patricia Valentine
Sylvia and John Valloric
Carl Van Fossen
Mary Van Miller
Anita Vere-Nicoll
Charles and Andrea Vest
Carolyn Voldrich
Vivian Wade
Lois Wallenhorst
Harold and Faye Warner
Bertram Warren
Frederick and Sally Watson
James and Mickey Weatherford
William Weathersby
Linda Weaver
Douglas Webbink
Darien Wei
Donald and Julie Wheeler
Charles and Linda White
Susan Williams
John and Susan Williamson
Stephen Wilson
Jessica Wiseman
Edna Wood
Barbara Worrell
Joseph and Lisa Wright
Jane Yancey
Karen Yannello
Kerin Yates
Robert and Leah Yost
M. Arline Zaborowski

Band Supporters
(up to $100)
Lawrence and Elizabeth Adams
Edward Albright
Jonathan Anderson
Nancy Armstrong
Terry Atwater
Norma Bailey
Ellen Baker
Kay Baldini
Scott Bandy
Renita Banks
James and Rebecca Barns
William and Laurie Barstow
Thomas and Lois Baylor
Mary Bennett
Beverly Bibb
Stephanie Bickers
Joan Biel
Edward and Janice Bishop
Bette Black
L. Diane Blake
Catherine and David Boardman
Eugene Bogen
Betty Bollendorf
Richard Bolton
Barbara Bonesteel
John Bonvillian
Sallie Book-er-James
Catherine & David Boardman
Ronald and Susan Brady
Barbara Brodie
Travis and Sue Brown
Stanley Buchwalter
Joan Canevari
David Carr
Gerri Carr
Clover Carroll
Philip and Catherine Cashwell
John and Betsy Casteen
Madeleine Chandler
Tommy L. and Dorothy Clark
Anne Cleveland
Laura Collins
Patricia Cook
Terry Cooper
Courtney and Patricia Craft
Dorothy Craig
Susan Craig
Nancy Cranwell
Dorothy Anne Cuff
Emily Cummings
Linda David
Britten Dean
Mildred Dean
Joan DeLong
Susan and James Demas
Margaret Devan
Lina Dever
Della Dirickson
Sue Dofflemoyer
John J. and Edna Donnelly
Jill and Lindsay Dorrier
Betsy Dove
William Downer
Blair Doyle
Mary Dunnnigan
Jane Durrer
Gayle and Thomas Edwards
Lois and Coburn Eisman
Gary Elwell
Charles Everline
M. Joann Faillace
Camilla Fair
Robert Fair
Richard Faris
Anne Farrell
Adelaide Feldman
Theodore and Mary Felger
Wayne and Elva Ferguson
Anne Fields
Judith Fike
William and Peggy Finley
Ned and Diane Flack
Nicholas Flores
Joseph and Carol Flynn
John H. Ford
Robert and Joan Forrest
Jeanne Fournier
Joanna and Rees Frescoln
Thomas and Elizabeth Freshwater
Kimberly Gallo
Marjorie Gallo
Edwin Gatewood
Virginia Germino
Nancy Gilbert
Ed and Claire Gisler
Robert and Carol Goffin
Joanne Gore
Janet Gorman
Gregory, Jane and Jared Govan
Vincent and Drina Gott
Kay Graves
Noelle Griffin
Russell and Nancy Grimes
Patricia Groeninger
Donald and Alice Gross
E. Gruber
Harold and Virginia Hallock
Jeanne Hamlin
Mary and George L. Hamrick
Marjorie Hanawalt
Paul and Margaret Handelsman
Charles and Dot Haney
Joseph Hanlon
Herb Harlow
Robert Harris
Margaret Haugen
Kathleen Herrin
Leslie Hertzler
Robert Hockensmith
Bruce and Amy Hodgdon
Dennis and Judith Hogberg
Judith Horan
Kirsten Howard
Rolf Hubbe
Mary Huff
Harry H. and Joyce Hughes
Murray and Dolores Hulse
Joan Hunt
Roberta Hunt
Kathryn Hunter
Paul Hunter
Faith Hurley
Margaret Hutcherson
Lindsay Ideson
John and Janet Kasparson Intihar
Phyllis Jackson
Band Supporters cont.

Beverley Jacobs  
Natalie Jahrsdoerfer  
Cherise Janssen  
Susan Jewell  
Christopher Johnson  
Elaine Johnson  
Thomas Jones  
Janice Kaltenbach  
Cheryl and Milford Kasper  
Emily Keithley  
Dorothy Kelly  
Peter and Natalie Kilburn  
Cornelia Kite  
John and Trilbie Knapp  
Robert Knighton  
John and Trilbie Kowalski  
Marilyn Kozak  
Kurt and Eleanor Kroeger  
Mary LABidin  
Richard and Martha Lacasse  
George and Janet Larie  
Marie Lattin-Souder  
M. Lauffenburger  
Richard and Carol Lavine  
Martha Leclere  
Peppy Linden  
Shirley Lindsay  
Pat and John Lloyd  
Stephanie Louwenhaupt  
Larry and Sharon Lugar  
Nancy Maine  
Elizabeth Makel  
Marilyn Mathews  
Millard and Nancye Mauldin  
Sheila McCormick  
Thomas J. and Patricia M. McDonald  
David and Ann McFarlane  
Carolyn McGough  
Paula McGourty  
Donna McGrath  
Mabel McGroy  
Hiltrud McInturf  
Edward McKeown  
Theresa McLane  
A. Edward McMurdo  
John and Theresa Metz  
Robert and Jacqueline Metzger  
Eugene and Derry Meyung  
Brian Miller  
George and Nancy Miller  
Lorna Miller  
Patsy Minahan  
Ralph and Jean Minehart  
Elliot Minnenberg  
Charles Monaghan  
Suzanne Moomaw  
Cynthia and William Moore  
Douglas and Donna Morris  
Michael Moyses  
Irene Murray  
Elizabeth Natoli  
Betty Jo Nickles  
Elaine Niestrath  
Teresa Omnundro  
William and Elizabeth Orr  
K. Ole and C. Elaine Osrunm  
Peter Owen  
James and Sherron Pace  
Betty Paine  
VIC and Debbie Parmelee  
Patricia Passalacqua  
Caroline Payne  
Cherry Payne  
Joanne Peach  
John and Judith Peterson  
Jo Pettit  
John and Mary Philbrick  
Patricia Podwysocki  
Edwin and Kay Poole  
Barbara Poston  
Teresa Price  
Juanita Purvis  
Hannah and Ed Raque-Fox  
Grace Rebein  
Richard and Susan Reed  
Harvey and Glenda Regan  
Barbara Reid  
Richard and Sandy Reid  
William and Kathryn Renick  
Carolyn Rhondeau  
Catie Richards  
Hodous and Susan Roberts  
Douglas Rockafellow  
Bradley and Martha Rodgers  
Betty Rollins  
Karen Salmonson  
Katherine Sandridge  
Suzanne Schaeffer  
Vickie and William Scherer  
Ruby Schumaker  
Avra and Ed Schwab  
Kelli Scott  
Daniel and Rita Seale  
Kenneth P. and Roberta Seidelmann  
Edward and Kathleen Seroskie  
Hubert and Ann Shaffer  
Lawrence and Karen Sheffron  
Martha Sikes  
Martha Sinden  
Sidney and Rochelle Sitzer  
Brian and Susan Smith  
Hal and Linda Smith  
James and Pat Snipes  
Elizabeth Spaulding  
Robert Spiers  
Murray and Jeannette Spindel  
Mary St Clair  
Dick and Maggie Stageberg  
Janice Stargell  
Michael and Carolyn Stone  
Linda Swinson  
Endrina Tay  
Pamela Tetro  
Charles and Elizabeth Tewksbury  
Christie Thomas  
Cecelia Thompson  
Winifred Thomber  
Robert Tofferi  
Susan Towe  
Anne Townsend  
Rosemarie Trappnell  
Christy Tromey  
Louise Trudel  
Susan and James W. Turner  
Jean Turrentine  
Frederick and Loretta Twyman  
Joanne and Jack Urion  
Carlton and Anne Vanderwarker  
Kristina Venieri  
Sonja Vicker  
Albrecht and Jane Von Gaudecker  
Jean Ward  
Stewart Whitehurst  
Lieselott Wiendieck  
Margaret and Jo Lea Wigley  
Annette Wilcox  
Christine Willard  
Alan and Lou Williams  
F. Williams  
Lloyd Willis  
James Wilson  
Sharon Woltz  
Lucille Wood  
Margaret Wood  
Martha Wood  
Connie Woodruff  
Ida Wootten  
Judith Wright  
Janet Yance  
Frances Young  
Howard Ziemer  
John and Margaret Zunka

We are touched by the many who became new supporters of the Band and those regular supporters who gave additional gifts this year. Thank you to all!
Thank You to All of Our 2017 Foundation, Trust, and Corporate Donors

20th Century Merchants Fund of Charlottesville-Albemarle Retail Merchants Association
ACEL, LLC
Andrea Gibson, Gibson Design Group
Anna M Day Foundation
Baer Foundation
Bama Works Fund of Dave Matthews Band
Bob’s Wheel Alignment
Charles Fund
Charlottesville Host Lions Club
Cornell Memorial Foundation
County of Albemarle
ExxonMobil Foundation
First Citizens Bank
Hill and Wood Funeral Services
Inez Duff Bishop Charitable Trust
J&E Berkley Foundation
Jefferson Madison Regional Library
McClung Companies
McIntire Reunion Committee
Mitford Children’s Foundation
Poole Family Charitable Fund
Renaissance Charitable Foundation
rimora Foundation
Rosenstiel Foundation
Rotgin Family Fund
Southern Environmental Law Center
State Farm Companies Foundation
Sultz Foundation
Sunrise Senior Living Management Inc
Texas Instruments Foundation
The Colonnades
The Lodge at Old Trail
Thomas Jefferson Foundation
University of Virginia School of Law
Varian Medical Systems
Virginia National Bank
Wednesday Music Club
WestWind Foundation

FREE ENGRAVING

November and December ONLY

Name or Initial or Date will be engraved on any item purchased at Tuel Jewelers from now until Christmas!

Accutron, Bulova & Caravelle Watches
Lockets • Diamonds • Wedding Bands

Virginia Cups in Five Different Sizes

It’s never too late to have any item engraved if purchased at Tuels!

TUEL JEWELERS
319 East Main Street
Charlottesville, VA
434-295-4258

Your Friendly Family Jewelry Store Since 1945
Visit The Lodge at Old Trail and fine tune your future.

When you choose the vibrant and engaging Lodge Lifestyle you’ll find that opportunities for living well are many. Golf, swimming, walking trails, restaurants and more are just outside our front door. Call the Lodge at Old Trail to discover a fresh and harmonious approach to senior living.

Happy Holidays from all of us at The Lodge at Old Trail

Proud to support
The Municipal Band of Charlottesville

330 Claremont Lane, Crozet, Virginia 22932
434-823-9100  |  www.lodgeatoldtrail.com

INDEPENDENT LIVING • ASSISTED LIVING • MEMORY CARE